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How did we get here and what’s next?
By Jim Lipkovits

L

abour Day — a brief rest and respite
from the daily grind, not just for Union
workers, but for everyone. How we got
here and where to from here?
One hundred and forty six years ago
there was a lot of work needing to be
done to build, extend and consolidate
political power and a physical presence to
the edges of Canada. A great many people
were needed to do all that was needed and
although it was against British law, many
of these working people were able to organize in Canada and struggle for justice and
their basic human and civil rights.
It was in Hamilton in Ontario, on
January 27, 1872, that workers organized

“the Nine Hour Movement” in support
of, naturally — the nine hour day. The
idea spread quickly and it was picked up
first by the Printers Union in Toronto
and then spread around the country. Very
quickly after that, on March 25, 1872 the
Printers Union went on strike for a fiftyeight hour week against publisher George
Brown ( a “father” of Confederation) who
immediately had the printers arrested and
jailed under the provisions of Britain’s
Combination Act.
A month later workers in Hamilton
staged a hugely successful march through
the city of Hamilton demanding the ninehour day. The action drew widespread
support from the many other “ninehour” groups, who sent delegates to the

It was in Hamilton in Ontario, on January 27, 1872, that workers organized “the Nine
Hour Movement” in support of, naturally — the nine hour day.

“Labour was the first price, the original
purchase – money that was paid for all things.
It was not by gold or by silver, but by labour,
that all wealth of the world was originally
purchased.” — Adam Smith

Hamilton marchers and became Canada’s
first regional labour federation.
Out of the confrontation, Prime
Minister John A. MacDonald saw an
opportunity to embarrass George Brown,
his political rival and before the summer
was out, passed the Trade Union Act.
On June 14, 1872 the new law legalized
and protected trade unions — it was no
longer considered a conspiracy for workers to band together to improve working
conditions.
From that time on, federation members continued parading and protesting
annually and twenty-two years later on
July 23, 1894, then Prime Minister Sir
John Thompson passed a law making
Labour Day a national holiday in Canada
every year.
OK, where to now?
In British Columbia under the
Liberals, the last eighteen years have been
models of collusion and corruption at
the highest levels. We have seen reductions in public services and staffing cuts
across a wide range services. While the
government was on its cost cutting spree
of public services they still managed to
enrich their contractor and development
croneys with a succession of boondoggles.
Looting crown corporations like
Hydro and ICBC or outright selling them
in spite of public protests was all too common. Contracting out of public services,
and stripping publicly owned entities of
their assets and their people. We have
been witness to the sell-off of BC assets
and resources to corporations and antiunion companies.
And of course the attack on working
people and their unions with the creation
of an unfair playing field pitting union
companies against non-union companies
and Fake/company unions. The Liberals
have surely proven that they had no use
for the rights of working people and their
unions in this province.
It really is time for a change.
At this point, British Columbia
Premier John Horgan has the opportunity to match Prime Ministers John A.
MacDonald and Sir John Thompson to
take a step forward for working people.
British Columbians can only hope that
the introduction of Community Benefits
Agreements into legislation will begin to
push back the unfair labour legislation
and business practices of the past Liberal
governments. We can always hope.

Contempt
of pennies
Kinder Morgan fined pennies
while water defenders face
criminal contempt charges
By Brent Patterson

T

he BC Oil and Gas Commission, an
industry-friendly Crown corporation that regulates pipelines in British
Columbia, has imposed a modest fine
on Kinder Morgan for violations of the
province’s Water Sustainability Act, which
was implemented in February 2016 by
the Christy Clark government “to ensure
a sustainable supply of fresh, clean water
that meets the needs of B.C. residents
today and in the future.”
The Canadian Press reports, “The
B.C. Oil and Gas Commission says it has
fined Kinder Morgan Canada $920 for
four violations of the provincial Water
Sustainability Act related to the Trans
Mountain pipeline expansion.”
“The commission says it issued tickets
late last week for one violation related
to non-compliance in the use of fish
spawning deterrents and three related to
non-compliance in water volume reporting — each of which carries a $230 fine.”
continued on page 2
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The article adds, “[Trans Mountain’s media relations
department] says the water withdrawal charges are for
not reporting zero usage of water after it didn’t withdraw
water as it was permitted to do” while the other charges
relate to their installation of deterrents to discourage fish
from spawning in stream areas that would be affected by
construction.
In September 2017, the Canadian Press reported,
“[Trans Mountain] says its biologists had temporarily
laid plastic fencing on the bottom of some sections of
five streams through mid-August 2017 in preparation for
pipeline construction there in early 2018, adding it had
identified a total of 26 streams in British Columbia and
Alberta where the mats would be used prior to spawning
season.”
While the provincial commission has imposed this
modest fine, the federal government has not taken action.
The Star Vancouver reports, “Kinder Morgan admits
it repeatedly broke federal laws meant to protect marine
animals from harmful noise during construction work
[pile driving in Burrard Inlet exceeded noise rules multiple

Essop Mia

Chartered Professional Accountant
Hay & Watson
900 – 1450 Creekside Drive, Vancouver, BC V6J 5B3
Phone: (604) 734-1690

The $920 fine to Kinder Morgan stands in
stark contrast to the criminal contempt
charges and fines being imposed on the
more than 200 land and water defenders
who blocked the Kinder Morgan terminal
gates in Burnaby earlier this year.
times from January to May 2018] on the Trans Mountain
pipeline’s Burnaby, B.C., terminal... The Fisheries Act
violations alleged by the ministry — which have not been
tested in court — weren’t the only warnings the company
received over construction work. On September 22, the
National Energy Board ordered it to stop laying unauthorized anti-salmon spawning plastic mats in streams.”
Land and water defenders are taking action though.
In November 2017, Warrior Publications noted, “Wild
Salmon Warriors returned home yesterday after conducting a two week observation and removal of Kinder
Morgan’s anti-salmon spawning mats that illegally
disrupted four water ways in Secwepemc Territory. The
mats were installed without any knowledge or consent
of the Nation, just as the Kinder Morgan pipeline is
continuing without the free, prior and informed consent
of the Nation as well. Upon learning the exact locations of
four of the supposed seven installation sites, Wild Salmon
Warriors, on the authority of the Secwepemc Nation,
have removed all such mats in the area.”
The $920 fine to Kinder Morgan stands in stark
contrast to the criminal contempt charges and fines
being imposed on the more than 200 land and water
defenders who blocked the Kinder Morgan terminal gates
in Burnaby earlier this year.
The National Observer reports, “Penalties for early
guilty pleas have been as low as $500, with fines for
unsuccessful trials as high as $5000, with the option of
a corresponding amount of community service hours
(ranging 25-240 hours) as an alternative. ...The Crown
has recommended fines of up to $3,000 or 150 hours of
community service.”
This article originally appeared on
the Council of Canadians blog.
Photo: Mark Klotz/Flickr
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Protectors Handed Jail Sentence in Ongoing
Kinder Morgan Pipeline Demonstrations
Seven people taken
into custody for seven
day jail sentence
CPPNews

A

ugust 2018, Seven Water Protectors were led away
from the BC Supreme Court in handcuffs after
receiving a 7-day jail sentence for demonstrating against
the Kinder Morgan pipeline and tanker project.
Jean Swanson (age 75), Susan Lambert (68), Charlotte
Gyoba (74), Hisao Ichikawa (77), Heather Martin-McNab
(57), Kathleen Flaherty (66), and Adrian Long (30) were
arrested on June 30 while blocking the construction site
at Kinder Morgan’s Burnaby Mountain tank farm.
“Why are the crown and the courts so scared of
us “sinister seniors,” that they have to throw us in
jail? Because they know that if we take a stand against
injustice, we can win,” said Order of Canada recipient
Jean Swanson in her statement to court.
“This pipeline is the last gasp of the dying fossil fuel
industry. Kinder Morgan decided it couldn’t go on, and
if we keep protesting, the Trudeau government will have
give up too,” continued Swanson. “Every single person
who takes a stand against the pipeline is pointing toward
a more just future. If going to jail can be part of that
resistance, so be it.”
The sentencing brought the number of Protectors
sentenced to jail time in the past several weeks to 12
people. Following that, more people — including three
youth and one 85-year-old Victoria resident — were
arrested at Kinder Morgan’s marine tanker terminal on
Slilwat (Burrard Inlet)and again at the gates to the plant.
“One of the institutions of a civil society is the
justice system. I respect the rule of law,” said former BC
Teachers’ Federation President Susan Lambert. “But I also
know that throughout history, laws have been used to
bolster the rights of some and injure others.”
“The rule of law is not necessarily just or even
lawful,” continued Lambert. “So I sat in a chair on a
rainy Saturday blocking the Kinder Morgan gate. Having
breached the injunction which protects the pipeline

On August 19, 2018, Jean Swanson was released from Alouette Correctional Centre for Women in Maple Ridge
for protesting the Kinder Morgan Pipeline Expansion. Council Candidates Derrick O’Keefe and Anne Roberts
came out to pick her up and support her. PHOTO DERRICK O’KEEFE/TWITTER
expansion, over my concern for a healthy planet, I am here
today ready to face the consequences of my actions.”
Crown prosecutors have argued to extend jail sentences
for Protectors in an effort to deter further demonstrations
against the Trudeau government’s pipeline and tanker
project. Protectors are calling for a week of action starting
August 20 in response to construction on the tar sands
pipeline.
Following the dismantling of the Gate encampment,
the Watch House will remain on Burnaby Mountain
beside the Kinder Morgan pipeline construction site.
The Indigenous-led Watch House will continue to be
a base for Water Protectors and remains on Burnaby
Mountain, and Protectors will continue to organize opposition to the Kinder Morgan pipeline and tanker project from
the site.

The Watch House was not named in an injunction used to dismantle the nearby Camp Cloud.
“These police tactics are clearly an effort to
intimidate people from demonstrating against
the pipeline,” said Stand.earth Director Tzeporah
Berman, who witnessed arrests taking place outside
the Kinder Morgan tank farm this morning. “We will
not be intimidated. Blockades resume next week.”
Protect The Inlet is preparing for blockades to
resume on August 20, when the federal government
claims pipeline construction will expand. Coast
Salish leaders are calling on all those interested in
standing up to defend the water, land, and climate
from Justin Trudeau’s pipeline to join Protectors at
the Watch House.

Statement from the Watch House:
Kwekwecnewtxw — Protect the Inlet Project

“Kwekwecnewtxw” (pronounced Kwu-kwe-ow-tukh) translates to “a
place to watch from.” A Watch House is a traditional structure of the
Coast Salish people that’s been used for tens of thousands of years to
watch for enemies on their territories. From protecttheinlet.ca

“Everyone has a right to express themselves and we intend to continue to express
ourselves in a peaceful and respectful manner and work in solidarity with all like
minded allies who want to bring an end to this destructive pipeline,” said Squamish
Elder Robert Nahanee, “We love the support we are getting and are honoured to work
with all who share our common goal to stop the Trans Mountain Kinder Morgan
pipeline.”
“Now that the government has chosen to purchase the pipeline this is a very critical moment. Essentially Canadians are the new owners of this dirty pipeline,” said
Watch House Guardian Will George. “There may be one camp coming down however
this movement will continue to grow. The Tiny House Warriors just launched three
camps along the pipeline route. I encourage you as stakeholders to come show your
support and offer your skill set to this movement. Bring your cousins.”
The Watch House is located at Burnaby 200 Soccer Field.
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The attorney-general of BC, David
Eby, said the commission will have
“the power to do more, to educate
about human rights, to prevent
discrimination from taking place,
and to support people in addressing
systemic discrimination.”

BC Human Rights Commission to be reinstated
CPPNews–Vancouver

B

ritish Columbia will once again have a Human
Rights Commission. Newly in-power NDP Premier
John Horgan made the announcement a few weeks ago,
returning the commission to the province after it was
shuttered 15 years ago. The Liberal’s decision to close the

commission had left BC as the only province in Canada
without a human rights commission.
The provincial Human Rights Commission will be a
proactive source of challenging human rights violations,
in contrast to the current system which relies on the
person involved to make an individual complaint to the

Human Rights Tribunal. Having a commission again will
mean the body will be party to important cases, and will
be able to make significant pushes for policy change.
The commission will also have education as part of
its core competency, helping to raise awareness of discrimination issues in an effort to stamp it out, as Premier
John Horgan said in Vancouver. The attorney-general of
BC, David Eby, said the commission will have “the power
to do more, to educate about human rights, to prevent
discrimination from taking place, and to support people
in addressing systemic discrimination.”
Both Premier Horgan and Eby noted recent racial
tension in the province as as reason the province needs
a commission again. Eby referenced an incident last fall
where racist flyers were being distributed in Richmond,
BC, as an example.
Consultations with human rights advocates and
groups will take place through the fall and new legislation
creating the commission will be expected later in 2018.

BC Professional Fire Fighters’ BURN FUND

Burn Fund Centre, 3891 Main Street, Vancouver

“Preventing
victims,
empowering
TM
survivors!!!”

The Burn Fund provides life saving, life supporting and life enriching services to people
in British Columbia and the Yukon. Join more than 3900 professional fire fighters to give
burn survivors the best chance for recovery.
• Burn Camp for child burn survivors
• Burn Survivor Support &
Recovery Programs
• Burn Prevention & Education

• HomeAway accommodations
during treatment
• Wound healing research
• Enhanced Patient & Medical Care

Donate today at burnfund.org or call 604-436-5617
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Here Comes the Judge!

Reflections of a Shameless Recidivist on
Kinder Morgan, Site C, And Civil Disobedience
by Tom Sandborn

H

ere is one way of looking at our current dilemma.
We are living in a house engulfed in flames, and the
fundamental choice we all have to make is whether or not
to run toward the fire with buckets of water. If we fail to
fight the climate change flames, and allow big petroleum
to have its way with the planet, we might just as well be
running toward the fire with buckets of gasoline.
As I write this column on August 20, the skies over
Vancouver are dark with smoke from climate-changelinked forest fires raging across the province. Meanwhile,
the polar icecaps continue to shrink, extreme events like
floods and droughts mount up from one side of the world
to the other and species go extinct at an alarming rate.
These are desperate times and they call for desperate
measures, including civil disobedience.
Most weeks, more BC residents charged with criminal contempt of court will appear in the courts to be
punished for their acts of civil disobedience committed
to support calls from first nations as they try to prevent
the violent home invasion of their territories being
conducted during the expansion of the Trudeau Crudo
pipeline, the Transmountain travesty formerly known as
Kinder Morgan. (The image of preventing a violent home
invasion came from second-generation eco-campaigner
Barbara Stowe, whose parents helped found Greenpeace.
Stowe and her brother were among the first protestors
arrested at the Kinder Morgan gates in mid March.
So far, over 200 of us have answered the call and
committed non-violent civil disobedience at the Kinder
Morgan gates, with thousands committed to do so in the
future.

Full disclosure: I was arrested at the pipeline gates
on March 19, and since then I have been convicted of
criminal contempt of court. And, to make matters worse,
unlike many of my co-accused, who were law abiding
citizens driven to civil disobedience by the pipeline
sponsors’ disregard for indigenous rights and the crisis
level climate change impacts, the dangers of uncontrolled
fires in the pipeline tanks farm on Burnaby mountain
and the high degree of likelihood that one of the giant
tankers that are predicted to leave Vancouver loaded with
poisonous loads of tar sands bitumen on a daily basis
will sink and deliver a death blow to many of the life
forms that currently flourish in Vancouver harbour, I am
a hardened recidivist. In the past, I have been arrested
for acts of civil disobedience committed to protest BC’s
liquor control board selling apartheid-supporting South
African wines and to respond to Canadian involvement
in American imperial wars. So I do not approach this
topic as a neutral observer.
That said, despite my obvious bias here, let me make
the case that civil disobedience is a legitimate response to
the climate change crisis and to the ongoing betrayal by
the Trudeau government of its election promises to work
for reconciliation with First Nations. Those of us who
tied ourselves to the Kinder Morgan gates or otherwise
blocked entry to the site are a varied group—first nations
leaders, students, retirees, workers and professionals. We
committed our crimes to focus the public’s mind on the
ongoing disaster represented by the pipeline expansion,
and to support indigenous voices calling for that expansion to be cancelled. We acted because the environmental
review process that OK’d the pipeline was flawed and
failed to take many of the attendant dangers into account.
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We acted in the spirit of Thoreau, Gandhi, Dorothy
Day and Martin Luther King, choosing to break the law
to help prevent a much greater crime being committed
against first nations and the environment. Although the
learned judge did not, in our trials, accept this argument,
most of us feel we are on the right side of history in taking
dramatic action to block the pipeline.
I write today to encourage readers to consider joining
us in taking bold action in the ongoing campaign to block
the pipeline expansion and protect the environment.
Please go to protecttheinlet.ca and sign up to take action.
Some of you will not be able to risk arrest at this point,
and everyone has to make judgments about what they
can do. If you can’t risk arrest, sign a petition, attend a
demonstration, donate to the groups fighting the pipeline
or write letters to politicians and local newspapers. The
only wrong decision is to do nothing.
And while much of the province’s attention has
been focused on the pipeline, indigenous people and
settlers in the Peace River Valley are fighting against the
proposed Site C dam. As detailed in the book reviews
in this issue, the dam would be another instance of
governments ignoring the voices of First Nations, local
farmers and environmentalists to push through a project
that will do immense damage. Please go to this webpage
wildernesscommittee.org/sitec to learn about Site C and
to volunteer to take action against it. As noted in the book
reviews in this issue of the Columbia Journal, BC’s iconic
politician and media figure Rafe Mair issued a call near
the end of his life for civil disobedience to resist both the
pipeline and the dam. If it was good enough for Rafe, and
is requested by indigenous leaders, it is good enough for
me, and I hope for you. Time is running out on the future
humanity on this much-abused planet. The house is on
fire. Please help fight the flames.
Tom Sandborn lives and writes in
Vancouver. He welcomes your feedback
and story tips at tos65@telus.net

YOU

EMPOWER
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ccec.bc.ca
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We’re ready to fight for public
services that our families and
communities rely on. Join us!

With a far bigger retail network than even Tim
Horton’s, Canada Post could extend financial
inclusion throughout urban and rural Canada,
and provide a public option to outrageous
bank fees and predatory payday lenders. We’re
pursuing postal banking for the sake of all our
communities, in the streets and at the
bargaining table.

Drive Safely and
Have a Happy Labour Day

Fairness. Training. Safety.
It’s B.C.’s Time of Opportunity.

Postal workers envision
a Canada Post for everyone:
financially viable for the future,
environmentally sustainable,
offering more and improved services,
and equitable treatment for all workers.
It’s time!
For more than a century, the union presence in
B.C. has improved the lives of all working people.
The new province-wide Community Beneﬁts Agreement continues
this tradition. All workers on key public-sector construction projects
will get fair wages, fair treatment and a high standard of workplace
safety. Local hiring will mean good jobs for women, Indigenous
people and apprentices, leaving a legacy of skills and practical
experience. On Labour Day 2018 we pay tribute to those who built
B.C.’s labour movement as a force for positive change, and we look
forward to a time of opportunity for all. Join us.

the Canadian Union of Postal Workers

cupw.ca

1.888.486.3115 | IUOE115.ca
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Labour Day an opportunity to reflect,
celebrate and prepare for action

holding a union card is one of the most effective ways to
build a better life for workers and their families.
CUPE members—and CUPE BC—are dedicated
to building strong communities, and we’re continuing that important work. Not “just” by delivering the
important public services that make
our communities such great places
to live and work, but by ensuring
that CUPE members know what’s at
stake in the October local elections
and vote in their own interests.
And we’re campaigning hard
with our members to support a
“Yes” vote in the referendum on
proportional representation that
immediately follows the local
elections.
Labour Day is a great time to
wind up another spectacular B.C.
“Labour Day is a great time to wind up another spectacular B.C.
summer by enjoying time with
friends and family. This weekend,
summer by enjoying time with friends and family. This weekend,
as we enjoy the barbeque or the
as we enjoy the barbeque or the deck, let’s get ready for the
deck, let’s get ready for the next few
next few months. If we all pull together, we can ensure we elect
months. If we all pull together, we
more progressive local governments and show the rest of the
can ensure we elect more progressive local governments and show the
country what progressive electoral change really looks like.”
rest of the country what progressive
electoral change really looks like.
National’s membership is now more than 665,000, and

by CUPE BC President Paul Faoro

A

s we near another Labour Day, leaders of major
unions in B.C. are often asked for their thoughts.
It seems to me that the collective voices of hundreds
of thousands of working people might warrant at least
a little ongoing media attention during the rest of the
year, especially when compared to the hundreds of
column inches dedicated to the views of anti-union
business lobbyists like the Canadian Federation of
Independent Businesses or the Independent Contractors
and Businesses Association.
Be that as it may, I am the President of the British
Columbia Division of the Canadian Union of Public
Employees, or CUPE BC, and we are the largest union
in the province. In fact, just a short while before Labour
Day, the latest CUPE membership numbers were released,
showing a significant increase in our membership—we
now represent more than 92,000 British Columbians
delivering important public services in almost every
community in B.C.
This Labour Day I thought it would be appropriate
to reflect on some of the reasons for our significant
and rapid growth. The number one factor has been the
increased emphasis on organizing from our national
union, a priority that CUPE BC strongly supports. We’ve
bucked the overall trend of declining union membership both here in B.C. and across the country—CUPE

The

that’s not counting the recent successful organization of
3,000 West Jet flight attendants into CUPE membership.
Another significant reason for our growth has been
the increasing realization on the part of workers that in
an era of declining wages and growing unaffordability,

Advantage

If you don’t know the difference between Community Savings Credit Union
and Big Banks, you’re missing out on exceptional service and financial savings.
Here are some of the advantages:

Low fees. Stop paying high
bank fees. You’ll be pleasantly
surprised at the money you
can save.

Great services for your financial needs.
Chequing & Savings accounts, Mortgages,
Online Banking, Investments, Wealth Management... and more.

Deposits are
100% guaranteed.
Protection provided by the Credit
Union
Deposit
Insurance Corporation of

Bank profits go to
outside shareholders.
Credit Union profits are
reinvested to provide
better products and
services to members.

Ding free access
to over 3,300 ATMs in Canada.
Why pay surcharge fees to
access your own money?

Great selection of
no-fee and premium
reward Visa1 cards.

Exceptional and reliable service.
We provide personal and trusted service that
you can rely on. We are committed to only
giving advice with your best interest in mind.

We support Union values and principles.
As BC’s largest fully unionized credit union,
we are proud to be union strong, union minded, union friendly and proud to work side-byside with 100+ union organizations.

Benefits for Union workers.
We offer great benefits for
unionized workers that help
you save on fees, loans, mortgages and much more.

Call us today: 604-654-2000 or toll free 1-888-963-2000
comsavings.com
| Burnaby | New Westminster | Port Coquitlam | Surrey | Vancouver | Victoria |

CUPE BC is the largest union in British
Columbia, representing more than 92,000
workers delivering important public services
in almost every community in the province.
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Community Benefit Agreements are
intended to benefit the people of our province
Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure,
North Island MLA: Hon. Claire Trevena

A

few weeks ago, our government announced details of
Community Benefit Agreements, an important part
of our plan to create good jobs for people in communities
across the province.
These agreements are designed to ensure that when
public dollars are spent on major infrastructure, these
projects create good jobs for
local workers, support local
businesses, train apprentices to address BC’s skilled
worker shortage, and get
infrastructure projects built
on time and on budget.
Since then, I’ve heard
from many people interested
in how this will affect them.
I’d like to answer your
questions and provide some
Claire Trevena
additional information on
how these agreements will work for people, businesses,
and communities.
Community Benefit Agreements are intended first
and foremost to benefit the people of our province. These
agreements put qualified people who live within 100 kilometers of the project first in line for work. Hiring local
people means putting food on the table for BC families.
It means growing local economies and building thriving
communities as workers spend money at local businesses.
Community Benefit Agreements also diversify our workforce by hiring more people from underrepresented
groups such as women and First Nations.
British Columbia is facing a major skills shortage
that was ignored by the BC Liberal government for years.
Projects will be competing for workers in a very tight
market — and without action, this problem will become
a crisis as more workers retire. This shortage limits
economic growth and drives up the cost of projects. We
want to fix that.
That’s why the Community Benefit Agreement
includes an overall 25% target ratio on projects for
apprentices. This creates opportunities for young people
and ensures we’re training the next generation of skilled
workers. Without the 25% apprentice target, there are few
incentives for employers to train apprentices—one of the
causes of the skilled worker shortage BC is facing.
The BC Liberals and their big money allies have made
some sensational and inaccurate claims about the costs
associated with Community Benefit Agreements. Because
of the higher number of apprentices, more full-time staff
are needed onsite to reach full productivity. While this
contributes to an increased investment of 4-7% upfront
(already included in our budget), the long-term economic
benefits of training the next generation of skilled workers
far outweigh the costs. In the case of the Pattullo Bridge
replacement, these costs are already factored into the
$1.377 billion project budget.
Community Benefit Agreements will help ensure
projects are completed on time and on budget. For years,
the BC Liberals used a “low bid” model that saw projects
go hundreds of millions over budget. BC Liberal Leader
Andrew Wilkinson knows this as well as anyone — he
was the Deputy Minister in charge during construction

of the Vancouver Convention Centre, which blew its
budget by $335 million.
Under Community Benefit Agreements, signed
collective agreements set wages for the duration of the
project and prevent strikes or lockouts. These predictable labour costs will help our government turn the
page on the BC Liberal record of cost overruns.
These agreements have a successful track record
and have been used for decades in British Columbia
and other jurisdictions. Since 1963, seventeen BC
Hydro dams have been built using agreements like
this. Every single one was constructed on time and on
budget.
Like any unionized worksite in BC, workers must
be union members while they are employed at the
project. However, any qualified worker will have the

opportunity to apply regardless of whether or not they
are currently union members. Similarly, both union and
non-union contractors are eligible to bid on the project.
There is nothing in the agreement that prevents non-union
contractors from being a part of the process.
Community Benefit Agreements are good for local and
small contractors because they level the playing field with
known wage rates and access to qualified skilled trades
workers, allowing more contractors to bid.
People in our province work hard, and they care about
the communities in which they live. The infrastructure
projects British Columbians own should do more for them,
too.
It’s time to make our infrastructure investments work
for the people of B.C. The Community Benefit Agreement
is how we make it happen.

Community benefits build stronger communities.
LOCAL
HIRING

WOMEN
IN TRADES

UNION
WAGES

INDIGENOUS
WORKERS

TRAINING AND
APPRENTICES

letsbuildbc.ca
Graphic from BC Building Trades/Twitter

Labour Day Greetings
Join the VDLC & friends
in celebration of workers
at the PNE on Labour Day

Monday, September 3, Rally at 10 a.m.
Contact the VDLC for information on admission
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Steelworkers Welcome Criminal Charges in Sudbury Worker’s Death
Jul 31, 2018 / Sudbury

T

he United Steelworkers (USW) welcomes criminal charges against a Sudbury
company and its owner in relation to a worker’s death in 2017.
“The criminal investigation and charges validate our union’s campaign for
greater enforcement of the Westray amendments to the Criminal Code. We hope
the charges will be prosecuted as soon as possible,” said USW Ontario Director
Marty Warren.
“We have lobbied for several years for stronger enforcement of the 2004
Westray Law that was intended to hold corporate directors, executives and
managers criminally accountable for workplace death and injury,” Warren said.
Rheal Dionne, 39, an employee of Rainbow Concrete, was killed on Feb. 15,
2017, when a concrete slab fell on the dump truck he was operating, trapping him
inside. Rainbow Concrete owner Boris Naneff has been charged with criminal
negligence causing death. The company also faces the same Criminal Code
charge.
The Ontario Ministry of Labour has laid 12 charges under the Occupational
Health and Safety Act against Rainbow Concrete, its owners and two supervisors
in relation to the fatality.
Rheal Dionne is survived by his wife and their son, as well as his parents.
Rheal’s father Julien Dionne is a retired USW member in Sudbury who was a
lifelong workplace health and safety activist. USW Local 6500 in Sudbury has
been supporting the Dionne family and has offered representation to the family
for the criminal prosecution process. The union also has worked with Sudbury
police on awareness and training issues related to the Westray Law.
“We commend the Greater Sudbury Police Service for conducting a criminal
investigation into this tragedy and for proceeding with Criminal Code charges,”
said USW National Director Ken Neumann.
“There have been more than 10,000 workplace-related deaths in Canada
since the Westray Act was enacted and there have been very few criminal convictions and even fewer jail sentences for employers responsible for these deaths,”
Neumann noted.
“Unfortunately, police officers in Canada are still not trained and directed to
properly enforce the Westray Law. Our union and many allies across the country
will continue with our national campaign to demand that the Westray Law is
enforced to the greatest extent possible,” he added.
The USW campaign, Stop the Killing, Enforce the Law, calls on provincial and
territorial governments to implement specific measures to ensure greater enforcement of the Westray Law. For details on the campaign, visit www.stopthekilling.
ca. The USW also is calling on the new Government of Ontario to do more to
hold companies and their directors accountable for workplace death and injury.
“The Premier and his Attorney General and Labour Minister must initiate
protocols and training for prosecutors and law enforcement to ensure enforcement of the Westray Law. These are critical investments that are needed to ensure
safe and healthy workplaces in Ontario,” Warren said.
“The Ontario government must step up and enforce the law — for the people.”

TERRY
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Government takes action to stop tax evasion and to
crack down on hidden ownership problems in real estate
CPPNews

T

he BC Governmnet has a 30-point plan for housing
affordability in which property buyers — including
real estate speculators — will have to disclose more complete information when they make purchases through a
corporation or trust.
“Our government has been clear that the days of
skirting tax laws and hiding property ownership behind
numbered companies and trusts are over. Not only is
tax evasion in real estate fundamentally unfair, but it’s
driving up the cost of housing for people who live and
work in our communities,” said Carole James, Minister of
Finance. “These changes give authorities another tool to
make sure people are paying the taxes they owe.”
Starting Sept. 17, 2018, the new property transfer tax return will require people to report additional
information when a transaction is structured through
a corporation or trust. This will allow government to
identify people with a significant interest in the property,
and ensure the correct amount of tax is paid. The updated
return will require the following additional information:

help us fight tax evasion, tax fraud and money laundering. Our goal is to return fairness to the housing market.”
The Province is establishing a new, publicly accessible
registry of who owns real estate in British Columbia. It
will be the first registry of its kind in Canada, and will
improve transparency in the real estate market. It will
provide tax auditors and law enforcement agencies, as
well as federal and provincial regulators, with information that will assist with their investigations.
The proposed legislation is set out in a white paper
that includes the draft land owner transparency act.
The new law would authorize the collection of beneficial
ownership information, as well as the creation and
administration of the public registry.

British Columbians are invited to share their feedback
on the white paper proposal until Sept. 19, 2018.
The beneficial ownership registry complements other
initiatives the B.C. government is undertaking to address
tax fraud and close loopholes in the real estate market,
including:
• introducing a new law to track pre-sale condominium
contract assignments, and prevent tax evasion.
• sharing information on the homeowner grant with
federal tax officials to improve tax enforcement.
• establishing a federal-provincial working group on
tax fraud and money laundering.

• name
• date of birth
• citizenship information
• contact details
• tax identification numbers (such as a social insurance
number)
The new reporting requirements will apply to all
property types, including residential and commercial.
There will be exemptions for certain trusts, such as charitable trusts, and certain corporations, such as hospitals,
schools and libraries.
This change complements other actions the B.C.
government is taking to address tax fraud and close
loopholes in the real estate market, including:
• Consulting on legislation to establish a new, publicly
accessible registry of who owns real estate in B.C.
• Introducing a new law to track pre-sale condominium
contract assignments, and prevent tax evasion.

POWERED BY

SOLIDARITY

When we work together,
we can achieve great things.

• Sharing information on the homeowner grant with
federal tax officials to improve tax enforcement.
• Strengthening property transfer tax auditors’ abilities
to take action on tax evasion.
• Establishing a federal-provincial working group on
tax fraud and money laundering.

Cracking down on hidden
ownership of real estate
The B.C. government is also taking steps to end the
hidden ownership of real estate to make sure people are
paying their share of taxes, as part of its 30-Point Plan for
Housing Affordability.
“British Columbia has developed a reputation as an
attractive place to anonymously invest and hide wealth.
Right now in B.C., real estate investors can hide behind
numbered companies, offshore and domestic trusts, and
corporations,” said Carole James, Minister of Finance.
“Ending this type of hidden ownership in real estate will

A Labour Day message from the
49,000 members of the Hospital Employees’ Union.
 /hospitalemployeesunion  @heu_in_bc \ @HospEmpUnion  heu.org
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The Trudeau government and
the recriminalization of cannabis
By Michael Bryant

C

annabis crime will go up, not down, now that cannabis has been “legalized” by
the Trudeau government. Because the law that passed Parliament amounts to a
recriminalization of cannabis possession, production and commercialization.
It takes a second or two to sink in, but once I say it, the response is universal: really?
Does anyone know this? Why haven’t I heard this before? The statement is shocking
to everyone but criminal defence lawyers, apparently. I did
a straw poll online of the Criminal Lawyers’ Association
members: 85 per cent agreed.
The prime minister and cabinet fully intended to legalize
cannabis in 2018. No doubt about it. But the truth is that
his justice minister has recriminalized pot, to the point
where I expect more, not less, cannabis criminal charges,
post-“legalization.” As I submitted to a Senate committee
last April, the bill lays a minefield of criminality best avoided
without a platoon of lawyers. Parliament is legalizing the
cannabis industry, but not the substance or its usage.
The Department of Justice (DOJ) is expert in criminal
Michael Bryant
law. Codes, prosecutions, process, penalties, criminal courts,
constitutional boundaries. It is less able on project management, technology, or anything that doesn’t belong in a courtroom. You wouldn’t want
the the DOJ to organize a Secret Santa exchange. There would be lots and lots and lots
of rules, disqualifications, unworkable sanctions and a byzantine process for resolving
everything. Ask the Department of Justice to manage pot legalization, and you get Bill
C-45.
Meanwhile, Canadians imagine that cannabis will be legal soon. Legal like coffee
or vodka or orchids. Leeeegal. However, under this DOJ doozie, the front door of
your humble abode can be separated from its hinges, by a federal-provincial vice squad
(Project Leaf Blower!!), without a warrant, if they think a warrantless search is urgent.
Urgent? Search and seizure powers for police? This isn’t sounding like a legal substance. Worse still, your home, farm and all the agricultural equipment shall be forfeited
to the state, just like the old illegal grow-ops or a contemporary meth lab — as proceeds
of crime, if convicted. And there are new, more punitive and wholly disproportionate
maximum sentences for running afoul of Bill C-45. I know of no 14-year prison sentence
arising from distribution of Smirnoff, let alone orchids.
Lest you think that these new criminal penalties are just going to gather dust, the feds
invested an extra $274 million to ensure they get enforced. Two-thirds of that money is
earmarked for the new, draconian laws aimed at intoxicated driving (draconian because
police can force you to blow or give blood without any reasonable cause or warrant), but
with every officer that pulls someone over for a random drug test, an opportunity arises
to shake down the vehicle for cannabis. The remaining $100 million-plus goes to police

HAPPY LABOUR DAY
Jenny Kwan, MP

“So unless you’ve got a criminal law firm on
speed-dial, you should wait. Wait before even
thinking about growing your own, or setting up a
little cottage cannabis soap and souvenir shop.”
for enforcing the law generally. That spells cannabis crackdown, to me. And that $274
million was just a down payment. Municipalities, provinces and the RCMP have already
demanded more, and will likely get it by the next federal budget. Meanwhile, there is no
corresponding investment provided to legal aid lawyers to defence people against these
new laws.
Be that as it may, legalization has launched a beautiful friendship between cannabis
capitalism, retired police captains and government treasuries. The bill’s ugly underbelly,
however, is the firm thumb under which the state keeps ’em down on the farm, as they
say. Ex-cons and addicts find no relief in this bill, which rewards heretofore opponents
of legalization with riches piled upon their taxpayer pensions, but nothing, nothing,
nothing by way of new legal or economic opportunities for those punished by cannabis
prohibition to date.
Those previously punished for trafficking and possessing cannabis are not filling
the boardrooms of the cannabis industry. They cannot even get a job at the companies,
because people with criminal records are all but sentenced to a life of unemployment
outside the low wage labour market (and even there it’s a mighty struggle to find employers open to convicted applicants). We know that thanks to the great work done by the
John Howard Society Ontario’s 2018 report, Invisible Burden.
So unless you’ve got a criminal law firm on speed-dial, you should wait. Wait before
even thinking about growing your own, or setting up a little cottage cannabis soap and
souvenir shop. Wait many moons after the bill becomes the law of Canada, after much
legal advice has proliferated publicly, after your province has legislated and the federal
regulations finally promulgated. Caveat cannabis emptor ad infinitum.
Michael Bryant is executive director of the Canadian Civil Liberties
Association and ex-officio bencher at the Law Society of Ontario.
He was the 35th attorney general of Ontario and has published,
taught and practised in the area of criminal law since 1995.
This article was originally published by The Lawyer’s Daily
(www.thelawyersdaily.ca), part of LexisNexis Canada Inc.
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Beyond the Myth of Canadian Innocence:
Yves Engler takes on Canadian Imperialism
Left, Right: Marching to
the Beat of Imperial Canada
By Yves Engler
Black Rose Books, Montreal
2018, $21.78
by Tom Sandborn

M

y friends from Chicago think Canada is a paradise
of social justice and humane governance. Michael
is a cherished old comrade from peace movement work
in the 1960s in San Francisco and his wife Carolyn
is an extremely intelligent and progressive university
administrator in the City with Broad Shoulders. When
they visited Vancouver this summer for the first time,
they were both very vocal indeed about how much more
civilized and progressive Canada is than their home
country.
While recognizing that in contrast to TrumpAmerica,
almost any mildly progressive bourgeois democracy
would look good, I had to try to disabuse them of the
illusion (I think of it as the Michael Moore syndrome)
that Canada has somehow freed itself from the racism,
sexism, class oppression and collusion with imperialism
that deform any country that is still in the toils of the
International Capitalist Conspiracy.
The illusion of Canadian innocence is problematic
enough when it appears in sympathetic American visitors,
but, to the extent that it is adopted by Canadian progressives, it can work to confuse our analysis and hamper our
joint efforts for international solidarity, social justice and
environmental sanity.
Yves Engler, the author of Left, Right, has devoted
his considerable talents and intelligence to a body of
work designed to demystify the real nature of Canada,
with a special focus on Canada’s support for the imperial
regimes controlled by Britain and the United States, and
on the made-in-Canada imperialism that has characterized the country’s relationship to indigenous nations here
and to the victims of colonialism around the world. His
work includes nine other books and prolific journalism
both on line and in hard copy, and he has been an
important critical voice to the left of the NDP calling on
all Canadians who see LOCAL
ourselves as progressives to take a
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Engler has articulated an eloquent critique
of Canadian foreign policy as fundamentally
“imperialism light,” exercising the nation’s power
and moral prestige to support imperial adventures.
long look at Canadian illusions of innocence and realities
of capitalist entanglement both at home and abroad.
Left, Right continues this work of myth busting with
a detailed look at all the ways Canada operates as an
imperial power in its own right and all the ways Canadian
governments have colluded in the imperial adventures
of two major world empires. While it can be painful
reading, this is an important book that should be read
by everyone in Canada who considers themselves to be
progressive anti-imperialists, and by those who might be
persuaded to take such a stance.
In this and his earlier books, Engler has articulated
an eloquent critique of Canadian foreign policy as fundamentally “imperialism
light,” exercising the nation’s
LOCAL
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power and moral prestige to support imperial adventures.
Examples of this support range from the Nile expedition
against Sudanese rebels in 1884-85 and the second
Boer War in 1889 on through to support for American
imperial adventures including the Vietnam War, the
NATO bombing of Yugoslavia at the end or the 20th
century and the 2011 attacks on Libya. He also details the
role of Canadian banks in the Caribbean and Canadian
based mining companies around the world. He presents a
scathing account of Canadian involvement in the removal
from office and assassination of Patrice Lumumba in the
Congo in 1961
The author says that the only war Canada has fought
that was genuinely moral was WWII, and has scathing
observations about the hidden and evil roots of WWI
and the Korean War that will challenge the presumptions
of many readers. Some readers, including this reviewer,
might disagree with the assessment that WWII was a just
war, despite the hideous nature of the Nazi regime. But
that is an argument for another day.
Engler argues that the Canadian left has been
largely ineffective in understanding and countering these
made-in-Canada misdeeds because we have failed to be
rigorous enough in our analysis and because we have too
often bought into versions of the Canadian innocence
myth. He is particularly critical of voices on the left who
champion Canadian “peacekeeping” missions and fail to
see them, as he does, as essentially covert ways to support
the existing capitalist world order. He considers
Lester Pearson a war criminal and the invention of
UN sponsored peacekeeping a fraud. Active in Haiti
solidarity work through much of his career, Engler is
particularly critical of Canada’s role in the anti-Aristide
coup it helped engineer and in the subsequent imposition
of a regime more reliably pro-Western and pro-business
class.
But Engler is not just a critic of others on the left,
although that is his primary focus in this book. He has
spoken out vigorously against right wing ideology and
business class mouthpieces in earlier work. That said,
his comments about the NDP, Naomi Klein, the Rideau
Institute, the CCPA and other groups and individuals
generally seen as on the left will give many readers
pause. But he has a proposal for action, not just a list of
criticisms. He argues for the creation of a website and
network of local volunteer groups under the name the
Canadian Foreign Policy Institute, a site and network
devoted to critically examining the imperial edges of
Canadian policy and linking groups and individuals who
would like to change them.
This is a provocative and challenging book and a
must read for anyone who wants Canada to operate in
a humane and honorable way on the world stage. As for
the illusion that we already do, I am reminded of Oscar
Wilde’s observation that hypocrisy is the first tribute that
vice pays to virtue. Perhaps after 150 years of pretending
to be an exceptionally virtuous nation, Canada might be
ready to fill in the gap between that claim and reality on
the ground. If, in fact our country moves away from its
pattern of virtue signaling and vice promotion on the
crucial topic of imperialism, Yves Engler and his lonely
voice of prophesy will be one of the reasons.
Tom Sandborn lives and writes in Vancouver.
He welcomes your feedback and story tips
at tos65@telus.net
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A River Runs Through It:
The Site C Dam and Its Discontents
Damming the Peace: The Hidden
Costs of the Site C Dam
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Two important new books provide
useful context for the fight to prevent
another dam on the Peace River, the
notorious Site C. They are two very
different works and read together they
can serve as a useful primer for us all.

Wendy Holm, editor
James Lorimer and Co., Toronto
2018, $22.95, 272 pp.
Breaching the Peace: The Site C Dam
and a Valley’s Stand Against Big Hydro
By Sarah Cox
On Point Press, an imprint of UBC Press
2018, $24.95, 295pp.
by Tom Sandborn
“It is not too late to change course. The damage to the
Peace River is not yet irreversible. Stopping Site C is a
perfect opportunity to demonstrate to all Canadians that
the government takes reconciliation seriously.”
— Chief Lynette Tsakoza of the Prophet River First Nation
“In conclusion, I would like to note the sad irony of the
fact that we are writing to you on the date recognized by
the United Nations as the International Day of the World’s
Indigenous Peoples. As of this month, it is also one year
since the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination (UN CERD) called for an immediate halt
to construction of Site. In making this recommendation,
the Committee expressed concern not only about the
threat of “irreversible destruction of Indigenous lands,
and subsistence” but also about the significant barriers to
justice for Indigenous peoples forced to defend their rights
in court. CERD underlined the urgency of this recommendation by asking Canada provide a response within
one year — that is, by the end of this month — on measures
taken to implement this recommendation.
A decision to withdraw your government’s opposition
to the requested injunction would signal a good faith effort
to engage with the urgent recommendation of this expert
human rights body. In contrast, continued efforts to minimize and deny a meaningful interpretation of Treaty rights
only deepens the human rights violations that UN CERD
has rightly concluded would be caused by the destruction
of the Peace River Valley.
Sincerely,
Alex Neve, Amnesty International, in an open letter to
BC Attorney General David Eby dated August 9, 2018 “

T

he Peace River arises in northern BC, winds its way
east and north through the Peace River Valley and
the Rocky Mountains into Alberta, where it forms one
of the largest inland deltas in the world as it joins the
Athabasca. From the Peace-Athabasca delta it flows as
the Slave to join the Mackenzie and thence to the Arctic
Ocean. The proposed Site C dam on the Peace threatens
to drown much of the remaining wild run of the river
and much of the remaining traditional territories of
Treaty 8 indigenous nations, flooding not only hunting
and resource access sites but also destroying many
ancestral burial sites.
While much attention has been focused (and rightly
so) recently on the Indigenous-led battle to prevent
expansion of the Trudeau Crudo pipeline (the criminal

enterprise formerly known as Kinder Morgan) another
important struggle engaging both environmental sanity
and indigenous rights has been underway. Two important
new books provide useful context for the fight to prevent
another dam on the Peace River, the notorious Site C.
They are two very different works and read together
they can serve as a useful primer for us all. Both are
recommended reading for progressives this year. (For
readers who want even more sense of what it is like to be
on the imperiled Peace River, a third must read this year
is Christopher Pollon’s lovely 2016 publication The Peace
in Peril: The Real Cost of the Site C Dam.’)
Sarah Cox’s Breaching the Peace takes on the cluster
of urgent issues surrounding Site C by focusing on Arlene
and Ken Boon, a settler couple slated to lose their family
farm in the Peace River Valley to the dam. The Boons
have been gradually radicalized and forced into alliances
with local indigenous people in the fight to preserve the
valley they all love. As portrayed by Cox, they are
exemplars of the John Lennon line “ A working class hero
is something to be,” as hard working and determined in
their new roles as activists as they have had to be in their
decades on the farm. Cox also profiles indigenous leaders
like Helen Knott of the Prophet River First Nation and
Chief Roland Wilson of the West Moberly First Nation
and others, but the author’s choice to highlight the story
of the Boons means that indigenous resistance to Site C is
somewhat, but not entirely, sidelined.
The prose in this volume is lapidary, beautifully
crafted to give the reader a keen sense of the unique beauties of the Peace as well as some of the personalities in
the indigenous/settler alliance that is fighting to protect
it. The focus on the Boons gives Cox’s book much of its
coherence and unified tone, but it does leave parts of the
Peace River story un or under told. The second book
under review here (Damming the Peace: The Hidden
Costs of the Site C Dam, a collection of essays and articles

by many authors, edited by Wendy Holm, a professional
agrologist who currently lives on Bowen Island who has
won ten national journalism awards since 2002) is, predictably enough, a less elegant literary achievement than
the Cox volume. But what it may lack in polish and fully
unified tone it more than makes up in its breadth of scope
and richness of content. Ranging from Guy Dauncey’s
thoroughly researched review of energy alternatives that
make the proposed output of Site C unnecessary to Joan
Sawicki’s celebration of the unique microclimate of the
Peace Valley that makes it some of the most valuable
farming land in BC, and Andrew MacLeod’s eloquent
piece on indigenous resistors, this is a book full of useful
information.
Andrew Nikiforuk contributes two important essays,
one on the role of fracking in creating earth quakes
and one on UNESCO’s findings about the downstream
impacts of existing Peace River dams on human health
and environmental damage, impacts that will be exacerbated if the new dam is allowed to go forward. And Holm,
not content to carry the editorial responsibilities for the
book, also contributes a thorough and disturbing study of
the ways the new dam will degrade Peace River farmland
and Canadian food security.
And finally, in what is perhaps my favorite essay in
the book, a rousing call to action from former Socred
politician, broadcaster and fly fisherman Rafe Mair, now
deceased, is issued. He makes the case for citizen activism
and civil disobedience to block the twin disasters of Site C
and Kinder Morgan eloquently and persuasively.
Tom Sandborn lives and writes in Vancouver.
He was arrested while blocking the gates to the
Kinder Morgan pipeline project in March of
this year, and means to be active in opposing
the Site C project as well. He welcomes your
feedback and story tips at tos65@telus.net
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Questionable Social Conservative Group Cited By Media
Some of BC’s biggest media
outlets are presenting a dubious
social conservative think tank as
experts on labour agreements
PressProgress

wild guesstimate, especially considering academics have
suggested such a straight “dollars and cents” estimate
does not make sense.
As a question of “morality,” the social conservative
think tank argues companies bidding on public contracts
should face no restrictions whatsoever.
However, the report does not discuss the “morality”
of rewarding companies that pay workers wages below

W

hat’s the deal with the think tank cited in British
Columbia media reports attacking the BC government’s new Community Benefits Agreement?
BC unveiled a new Community Benefits Agreement
that will prioritize hiring and training for local workers
who live in the communities where public infrastructure
projects are being built — including roads, bridges and
other construction projects.
Under the plan, the province will create a new Crown
Corporation to hire and dispatch local workers. The plan
also creates new apprenticeship and training opportunities for young or unskilled workers, prioritizes training
and hiring opportunities for women and Indigenous
workers and promotes good wages for workers.
The deal is backed by many stakeholder groups in
BC, including unions and local construction companies.
“This is a great day for B.C. workers! A new CBA framework means opportunities for local workers, apprentices,
women and Indigenous workers!” — Community Benefits
Coalition of BC
Hoever, news coverage at multiple BC outlets, including the Vancouver Sun, CHEK News and the Daily Hive
cited a critical report published by an obscure right-wing
think tank with questionable expertise.
The group, identified as “Cardus” defines itself as
a “non-partisan, faith-based think tank” that exists to
promote a “flourishing society,” according to its press
release.
But a closer look at the organization will show the
think tank and its experts spend an awful lot of time
attacking abortion laws, criticizing same-sex marriage,
resisting “sexual revolutionaries” and promoting regressive social policies.
Here’s just a quick snapshot of some of the think
tank’s latest research:
• One report, titled “Marriage is good for your health,”
claims the traditional institution of marriage has
numerous “health advantages,” including “quicker
recovery from illness” and “better odds of surviving
a heart attack” while an additional report claims
common law relationships can lead to “negative
health outcomes” — neither report is authored by a
medical doctor.
• Another report accuses the International Monetary
Fund of “coercing Canadian mothers into the workforce” by calling for childcare investments, while
other reports argue social assistance for single mothers gives them an incentive to never get married.
• Elsewhere, the social conservative think tank, which
says it is called upon to uphold the free market, calls
on unions to stop focusing on collective bargaining
and organize social activities for their members
instead.
This is who BC’s biggest media outlets are trotting
out as experts?
According to their report, Cardus claims the
Community Benefits Agreement could cause public
infrastructure costs to rise “anywhere from two to 25
percent” or “$512 million to $6.4 billion” — a pretty

Cartoons

industry averages or exploit temporary foreign workers to
avoid paying local workers a fair wage, both of which are
addressed by the new agreement.
Nor does it have much to say about the “morality”
of hiring companies that will send that money offshore
rather than reinvesting it in BC’s local communities,
something that is also addressed by the new agreement.
Their silence speaks volumes.
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Putin’s Witnesses
VITALY MANSKY • LATVIA/SWITZERLAND/CZECH REPUBLIC

Vitaly Mansky was head of the documentary department for Russia’s state TV network when the
country was transitioning from the Yeltsin era into the dictatorship it has become under Vladimir Putin.
Here, the exiled filmmaker reassembles his footage from those days to riveting, frightening effect. “An
extraordinarily revealing portrait of Vladimir Putin’s ascension to power… The film delivers what seems
almost impossibly close access to Putin, his colleagues and outgoing president Boris Yeltsin.”—Screen

What Is Democracy?

The Devil We Know

ASTRA TAYLOR
CANADA

STEPHANIE SOECHTIG
USA

Astra Taylor’s philosophical documentary reflects on a word we too often take for granted
while spanning millennia and continents: from
ancient Athens’ groundbreaking experiment in
self-government to capitalism’s roots in medieval
Italy; from modern-day Greece grappling with
financial collapse to the United States reckoning
with its racist past. This urgent film connects
the past and the present, the emotional and the
intellectual, and the personal and the political in
order to provoke and inspire.

In 1938, Dupont Co. invented the chemical
compound known as Teflon, and it soon coated
pans in kitchens everywhere—so much so that
at least one of the chemicals involved is found in
the bloodstreams of 99.7% of Americans. Stephanie Soechtig’s blistering indictment looks at the
residents of Parkersburg, West Virginia--home
to the Teflon plant and a large number of ill or
deformed people—as they fight the corporate
behemoth. “A riveting tale of long-term irresponsibility and injustice.”—Variety
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Veteran Markus Imhoof’s quietly angry documentary weaves together his childhood
memories of displacement and tragedy during
WWII with the current refugee crisis in Europe.
Powerful, intimate and emotional by turns, this
is the kind of personal filmmaking we rarely see
anymore. “One of the most moving statements
to have been made thus far on the refugee crisis
in the Mediterranean… Imhoof’s gently roaming
camera holds a mirror to Western society, and it
reflects a distorted and ugly face.”—Screen

In 2009, an Israeli military operation in Gaza City
led to the massacre of 48 Palestinian civilians;
29 were from the Samouni family. Stefano Savona’s forceful documentary shows the aftermath
for the surviving Samouni clan, as seen through
the eyes of 14-year-old Amal Samouni. Interspersing animation and a reconstruction of the
massacre with a consideration of daily life, this is
an unforgettable work. “Its success at showing
real lives unfathomably impacted by barbarism
is beyond dispute.”—Variety

A six-year quest to break “the silence of others,”
Almudena Carracedo and Robert Bahar’s urgent
documentary chronicles the attempts by victims
of Franco’s murderous 36-year dictatorship in
Spain to gain justice and restitution. Depicting a
country that still has statues of the Generalissimo
in some towns and torturers--one of them living
only metres away from one of his victims in
Madrid--getting off scot-free, the film comes
across as “courageous, moving, lithe, necessary
and eye-opening.”—Cineuropa

Berlin’s Tempelhof Airport, once among the
world’s 20 largest buildings, closed in 2008,
but it has found new purpose as an emergency
refugee shelter since 2015. With a focus on
18-year-old Syrian refugee Ibrahim Al Hussein,
director Karim Aïnouz and crew spent a year
chronicling one community amongst the many;
his gently probing camera, humanist perspective
and sensitivity to the refugees’ plight are echoed
in his feel for the architectural forms within which
these asylum seekers dream of new lives.
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